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CH~TER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1 
At present, most robots have either a parallel jaw or a 
specialized tool mounted on the end of their arms. The parallel 
jaw is a type of clamp in which the jaws remain parallel as they 
close. This gives the parallel jaw just one degree of freedom as 
opposed to over twenty in the human hand. Regardless of the task 
·· before it, the robot is forced to use this plier-like grip. It is 
as if a master mechanic would always have to use a pliers, even 
if the job required a screwdriver. He would have to grip the 
screwdriver with a pliers and then use it. 
Specialized tools attached to the arm is the only other 
alternative at present. The disadvantages of this are obvious. 
The specialized tools are expensive and every new job requires 
that a new tool be designed and built to fit on the arm. If a job 
requires two different operations, then the robot has to detach 
the old tool and reattach a new tool on its arm, or a second 
robot with a second set of tools is used. This is time-consuming 
and expensive. 
2 
A mechanical hand which could grasp and use tools designed 
for human use would be revolutionary. No specialized tools would 
be needed at all. The robot would be able to grasp ordinary 
wrenches, screwdrivers, drills, and so on, and then use them as 
humans do. 
This paper. describes the development of a microcomputer-
controlled robotic hand which is capable of simple grasping. It 
has five degrees of freedom, which is an improvement over the 
parallel jaw, but it is still far from being as flexible as the 
human hand. Instead of having bones, muscles and tendons as in a 
human hand, this robotic hand has sheet aluminum, aLr cylinders 
and steel cables. Instead of having a brain and nerves to control 
the muscles, it has a microcomputer that controls air valves 
which in turn control air cylinders. Skin and the sense of touch 
are the only major components of the human hand which do not have 
parallels in this robotic hand. However, these could be added in 
future modifications of the hand. 
2.1 Project Goals 
CHAPTER 2 
PROJECT OVERVIEW 
3 
The goal of this project was to produce a microcomputer-
controlled robotic hand which could be used as a basis for 
further projects in the Advanced Digital Systems Laboratory 
CADSL). The ADSL is primarily a teaching laboratory in which 
students work singly or in small groups on advanced digital 
projects. A number of projects relating to robotics have been 
done in the past in the ADSL (robot base, walking robot, computer 
vision, robot arm>, and a specialized "Serial Network" of micro-
computers intended to control these projects simultaneously was 
already in existence at the preliminary planning stage of the 
robotic hand project. It was therefore clear that the robotic 
hand would be most useful to the ADSL by controlling it with the 
Serial Network, as the Serial Network had been created expressly 
for this purpose. 
4 
The fact that the robotic hand was intended to be used by 
students in a hands-on laboratory setting raised two other design 
considerations: safety and ease of making modifications. 
As an example of using safety as a guide to the design of 
the robotic hand, as much as possible of the 110 volt wiring on 
the arm was sealed in a grounded box and each 110 volt junction 
was carefully insulated by using heat-shrink tubing. As a further 
example, wherever a bolt was used in the hand, the nut was placed 
on the bottom side, so that if it carne loose, the bolt would 
remain in the hand. In general, if there was more than one way to 
build a part, the safest way was chosen. 
Ease of making modifications was also a design consid-
eration. For example, to retain maximum flexibility in the 
mechanical design of the hand, it was built by bolting together 
one-eighth inch aluminum laminations. Thus if a future project 
were to involve a modification of the hand itself, only a few of 
the laminations would need to be changed rather than the entire 
hand. Furthermore, the overall size of the hand was chosen so 
that the smallest parts were large enough so that no delicate 
machining would be necessary. Indeed, any replacement parts for 
the hand can be constructed relatively easily by the students 
themselves. 
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In addition to the main goal of constructing a safe and 
easily modified robotic hand which could be used in the ADSL as 
a basis for further student projects and which would be 
controlled by the Serial Network, other factors such as parts on 
hand and ease of construction also affected the design. 
The ADSL, for example, had hundreds of air cylinders and an 
air compressor already on hand. Therefore, the use of air 
cylinders to supply the motive power for the fingers was part of 
the design of the hand from the very start. 
It was also clear from the start that designing a mechanical 
thumb which had the same flexibility as a human thumb would be 
extremely difficult mechanically, and yet a thumb of some sort 
was needed if the hand was to grasp anything. A compromise was 
reached by designing a hand with three "fingers" on one side and. 
two "thumbs" on the other. While grasping an object, the fingers 
and thumbs would interleave instead of having the thumb overlap 
the fingers as in a human hand. 
2.2 Overview of the Mechanics 
The robotic hand consists of five fingers, three on the 
right and two on the left which interleave when the hand is 
closed. Each finger assembly consists of three joints, as in a 
human hand, and a section of the palm. A steel cable runs through 
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the inside of each joint and the palm section and is then 
attached to the outermost joint, or fingertip. When the cable is 
pulled, the finger closes. And then when the tension on the cable 
is released, the finger is snapped back to its open pas i tion by 
springs mounted on the back of the finger. 
As the cable exits the back of the palm near the wrist, it 
enters a sheath. This sheathed cable runs to the piston of an air 
cylinder where the sheath is held fixed and the cable is attached 
to the piston. So when compressed air enters the air cylinder, 
the piston moves outward, pulls the cable, and closes the finger. 
The air from a small compressor is divided five ways and is 
led to the five air cylinders which close the five fingers. Just 
before the air is led to an air cylinder, however, a 110-volt 
solenoid-controlled valve is inserted in the air line. The valve 
is closed when there is no current through the solenoid, which 
means that the finger associated with that air cylinder is open. 
When there is a current through the solenoid, the valve is 
opened, the piston is moved, the cable is pulled, and the finger 
is closed. 
2.3 Overview of the Electrical System 
The microcomputer which controls the opening and closing of 
the fingers is actually one of a group of identical micro-
7 
computer nodes, each based on the 8751 microcontroller. This 
group of microcomputer nodes is collectively known as the Serial 
Network. Each microcomputer node can either operate independently 
attached directly to a terminal, or as part of the Serial 
Network. The microcomputer node can be configured so as to have 
one 8-bit input port A and one 8-bit output port B. 
The input port A is connected to 8 toggle switches mounted 
on an I/0 Board. The rightmost 5 switches control the fingers 
individually while the left 3 switches close combinations of 
fingers. Also mounted on the I/O Board · are 8 LEDs which are 
connected to the output port B of the microcomputer. 
The 5 lower bits of output port B are also connected to an 
amplifier board containing 5 separate amplifiers where the output 
of each bit is individually connected to its own amplifier. The 
output of each amplifier is then led through a coaxial cable to a 
coil of a relay. This relay switches power on or off to a 
110-volt solenoid-controlled air valve which in turn switches air 
on or off to a particular air cylinder. 
So when a bit in output port B is high, the amplifier to 
which it is connected produces an output voltage high enough to 
trigger the closing of the relay contacts. Then the current 
through the solenoid-controlled air valve cpens the valve, air 
flows into the cylinder and the piston moves out. The piston then 
a 
pulls the steel cable and the finger closes. 
When this same bit becomes low, the amplifier output voltage 
falls below the threshold voltage needed to keep the relay 
contacts closed and the power to the solenoid-controlled air 
valve is switched off. The air to the finger is switched off and 
the air in the cylinder is vented off through the valve. The 
piston retracts and the tension in the steel cable decreases. 
Springs mounted on the back of the finger then snap the finger 
into an open position. 
CHAPTER 3 
MECHANICAL SYSTEM 
3.1 Mechanics of the Hand 
3.1.1 Assembly of the Hand 
9 
Although using thin laminations in the construction of the 
hand has the advantage of design flexibility, it also has the 
disadvantage in that there must be a large number of these lam-
inations to build up the thickness of each finger. This large 
number of parts makes the assembly of the hand somewhat complex. 
To assemble the hand, the three individual joints and one 
palm section of each finger are assembled separately. Next these 
joints are joined together by pins and the springs are mounted 
between each joint. Finally the five fingers are bolted together 
with two 1/4 inch bolts which run the entire width of the hand. 
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The assembly of the outermost joint of the finger, the 
Fingertip (FT>, is shown in FIGURE 3.1. These five laminations 
are bolted together using three 6-32x3/4" machine screws. The top 
holes in the two outer laminations are used later to mount the 
springs. Note that the end of the steel cable (actually a bicycle 
clutch cable) is embedded in a small cylinder. This cylinder fits 
into a hole in the middle lamination, thus attaching the cable to 
the Fingertip. It is advisable to leave the bolts loose until 
final mating with the other joints is made. 
The pext two joints inward from the Fingertip are identical 
mechanically and are called Middle Joints (MJ >. The assembly of 
the Middle Joint is shown in FIGURE 3. 2. These laminations are 
held together by four 6-32x3/ 4" machine screws. Again it is 
advisable to leave these loose until final mating is made. The 
holes at the tops of the two outer laminations are again used 
later for mounting the springs. When all joints are finally 
joined by pins and the bolts tightened, the joints may bind when 
bent. Enough shims (part number MJ-2> must be added in the Middle 
Joint to loosen the joint so that the joint bends with no 
friction when the bolts are tightened. 
Lastly, the Palm Section CPS> is assembled as in FIGURE 3.3. 
It is held together by two 6-32x3/4" machine screws. Shims (part 
number PS-2) are again needed to loosen the joint when bent. The 
sheath of the cable should be inserted in its channel before 
11 
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bolting the Palm Section together. This means that the steel 
cable must be threaded through the two Middle Joints and also led 
into the sheath before bolting the Palm Section. To keep all of 
the laminations aligned (especially P S-3) , it is necessary to 
insert two quarter-inch bolts through the two large holes in the 
Palm Section. 
Final assembly of the finger starts by mating the Fingertip 
with a Middle Joint. A 3/16" pin is used to join these together. 
Two 1/16 11 cotter pins on either end of the 3/16" pin hold it in 
place. The steel cable should already have been threaded through 
this Middle Joint. The joint should be bent by 90° and the bolts 
of the Middle Joint tightened. If the joint does not now move 
freely, the Middle Joint must be disassembled and a shim ( MJ-2) 
inserted. 
The next Middle Joint is attached by exactly the same 
procedure. When it is seen that these three joints move freely, 
the Palm Section is attached by the same procedure except for the 
additional step of removing the 1/4" bolts that were used to 
align the parts in the Palm Section. 
The last step in the assembly of the finger is to mount 3/8" 
springs in the channels which have been formed at the top of each 
joint. The springs are held at each end by a 6-32x3/ 4" machine 
screw which passes through the entire joint. These springs fit 
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tightly in their channels and must be given a full turn to 
decrease their diameter before running the screws through their 
ends. The channel should also be lubricated with a high quality 
grease. A fully assembled finger is shown in FIGURE 3.4. 
Five fully assembled fingers are bolted together using two 
1/4" bolts through the Palm Sections as shown in FIGURE 3.5. The 
three spacers (SP-A, SP -B, SP -c > between each Palm Section are 
needed so that the screw heads on one finger do· not hit the nuts 
on another finger when the fingers close. When the hand is 
finally assembled, all bolts and machine screws should be 
oriented so that the head is up and the nut is on the bottom of 
the finger. Thus if a nut comes loose, the screw stays in the 
finger and does not drop out and jam the action of the fingers 
below. Spacers SP-A and SP-C have different diameter holes 
because the hole in SP-A is designed to clear a machine screw 
head and the hole in SP -c is designed to clear a nut when the 
Palm Sections are bolted together. 
3.1.2 Operation of the Hand 
A cross section of an extended finger is shown in FIGURE 
3.6. As shown in the figure, a steel cable runs from Fingertip to 
Palm Section from left to right and beneath the 3/16" pins which 
connect the joints. This steel cable enters a sheath in the Palm 
Section, and the sheath and cable exit the Palm Section in an 
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upward direction in the diagram. 
A sheathed cable was used for two reasons. First of all, it 
simplified the overall design because the air cylinder which 
pulls on the cable could be located anywhere. If no sheath had 
been used, pulley wheels would have been needed e•.rery time the 
steel cable made a bend as it ran back to the air cylinder which 
is mounted on the arm. 
Secondly, with sheathed cables running from the back of the 
hand to the air cylinders on the arm, the "wrist" could be bent 
at a wide range of angles and the hand would still open and close 
just as well as when it is in line with the arm. Compensating for 
a bent wrist with pulley wheels would have been very complicated 
if unsheathed cables had been used instead. 
In the present design of the hand, the wrist is bolted 
rigidly to the arm at a fixed angle. However, one future project 
could be to add an air cylinder which could bend the wrist. 
Because sheathed cables have been used, no change in the basic 
design of the hand or arm would be needed for this, just a small 
modification of the wrist. 
As the cable is pulled and the sheath is held fixed, the 
length of cable remaining in the finger shortens and the joints 
bend at the 3/16" pins. A cross section of a contracted finger is 
20 
shown in FIGURE 3. 7. As can be seen in this diagram, the steel 
cable closes in a circular path with a one inch radius when the 
finger is fully contracted. The reason for this design is to 
prevent the cable from kinking at a sharp corner when the cable 
is pulled. A kink in the cable will not pass through a Middle 
Joint and the finger will not open as a result. This design 
served well and no kinking was ever noted · in the cable. However, 
some wear was observed in the circular arc immediately under the 
cable in the Palm Section· · just where the cable exits the sheath. 
This part (PS-4 > may need to be replaced in the future with one 
made out of a harder material. 
Once the decision was made to have the cable close in a 
circular path, the next step was to decide where to locate the 
3/16" pins which serve as pivots between the joints. For a given 
tension it was found that the cable would exert the maximum 
torque to close the finger if the line from a pivot to the center 
of the circular path crossed the cable at the point where the 
joints meet when the finger is contracted. An indirect 
consequence of this geometry is that when the finger is fully 
contracted, a square hollow area is formed within the grasp of 
the finger, as shown in FIGURE 3.7. 
These 3/16" steel pivot pins are subjected to a large stress 
because a relatively large force is needed on the cable 
(approximately 50 pounds) to fully contract the finger. Because 
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FIGURE 3.7 Cross Section of Contracted Finger 
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these pins are inserted in the soft aluminum of the joints which 
might deform under the stress, a large semicircular area has been 
left in the joints around the pivot to give strength to the 
joint. Both joints at a pivot have this semicircular area and, 
consequently, there is a large area of contact between joints at 
a pivot. One good aspect of this is that it makes the joints 
stable against lateral bending. That is, the finger is quite 
stiff sideways and will not sag when oriented on its side. This 
is important because the hand is oriented so that the fingers are 
on their sides. If one of these fingers sagg~d sideways, it could 
hit the finger beneath it and the hand would not be able to 
close. A bad aspect of the large contact area between the joints 
is that metal shavings would sometimes find their way in between 
the joints and cause the joints to bind. This, however, was no 
longer a problem once the construction phase was passed. 
FIGURES 3.6 and 3.7 show that in going from completely 
extended to fully contracted, each joint bends through an angle 
of exactly 90°. Stops had to be included on each joint to prevent 
the finger from bending backward too much when extended and from 
closing too tightly when contracted. Two of these stops can be 
seen best in FIGURE 3. 4. The stop, which controls how far the 
joints can be bent backward, is located directly above the 3/16" 
pivot pin. The stop which controls how much the finger contracts 
is directly to the left of the pivot pin on both outer 
laminations of a joint. FIGURE 3.7 shows another way in which the 
amount of 
contracted, 
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finger contraction is controlled. When fully 
the bottom of a joint butts up against the inner 
pieces of the next joint inward. The areas which come in contact 
were made rather large to prevent the joints from buckling when 
the finger is fully contracted. 
The most difficult problem in the design of the finger was 
to get the joints to close in the proper order when the cable is 
pulled and then open in the proper order when the cable is 
released. When a human hand closes in grasping an object, the 
finger joints nearest the palm bend first, then the next finger 
joints outward and finally the outermost finger joints close. If 
this order were reversed, the finger joints would roll ~~ 
starting from the fingertip and not pull the object to be grasped 
inward towards the palm, but would rather knock the object away 
from the palm. 
The correct order of joint closing was obtained by using 
3/8" diameter springs of differing lengths on the back of the 
finger to bring the finger back to the extended position. The 
spring between the Palm Section and the next joint outward is the 
longest and therefore weakest. When the cable is pulled, this is 
the first joint to bend. The next spring outward is the next 
shortest and is therefore the next to bend. Lastly, since the 
outermost spring is the shortest and thus strongest, the 
outermost joint is the last to bend. 
24 
One other fact was involved in determining the lengths of 
these springs. Although the fingers are made out of aluminum, 
they are still rather heavy. When the finger is held outward as 
in FIGURE 3. 4, the finger would sag downward due to its own 
weight if the weakest spring at the Palm Section were too weak. 
The lengths and diameters of these three return springs were 
determined by much trial and error. During this process, the 
inner laminations of the joints were modified frequently to 
accommodate the different size springs tried. Finally three 
springs were found which could not only close the joints in 
proper order, but could also hold the finger straight when it was 
oriented with the springs upward. 
While the inner laminations were being modified, it was 
found that the return springs would exert much more torque on the 
joints when bent if the springs bent around circular paths as 
shown in FIGURE 3.7. Originally this section of the finger was 
hollow and the spring was stretched in a straight path when the 
joints were bent. Not much torque was supplied by the return 
spring in this configuration and the circular paths greatly 
increased the torque. A 3/16" track at the top of each joint, 
which was easily formed by extending the two outer laminations 
upwards, keeps these springs from slipping off the back of the 
25 
joints when bent. Machine screws through the sides of these 
tracks hold the ends of the springs. 
One further detail will complete this description of the 
operation of the hand. FIGURE 3. 7 shows that the Fingertip, or 
outermost joint, is rounded at the end. The reason for this is 
that this joint should be the last to close, and as it does so, 
the outermost edge of the joint follows a circular path of radius 
2 1/16". This just barely clears the bottom of the Palm Section. 
If this joint were square on the end, the end of it would not 
clear the Palm Section, and the finger would not completely 
close. 
3.2 Mechanical Structure of the Arm 
The frame of the arm is comprised of four pieces of slotted 
aluminum angle bracket, each three feet long. These four pieces 
are bolted together at their ends so that the frame of the arm 
has an "I" cross section. A pair .of short angle brackets at each 
end of the arm holds the top part of the "I" to the bottom part 
and also forms the ends of two long shallow boxes, one on the 
left of the "I," and the other on the right. 
An "I" cross section was chosen for two reasons. First of 
all, this arrangement of the angle brackets is strong and very 
rigid, compared to a design where the angle brackets form the 
26 
four edges of a long narrow box. Secondly, with the "I" design, 
two areas are available on the left and right sides of the .. I" 
where components can be mounted. The components are protected by 
being inside of the "I" and yet are easily accessible for repair. 
Had the long narrow box design been chosen instead, the 
components would have been mounted either on the outside or 
inside of the box. If they had been mounted on the ou.tside, then 
they would not have been protected. And if they had been mounted 
on the inside, they would not have been accessible. Thus the "I" 
design not only had superior strength and rigidity, but also 
provided protection for the components while leaving them 
accessible for adjustment and repair. 
Two short pieces of angle bracket are bolted to one end of 
the arm and are used to support the hand. The hand is attached to 
these brackets by two 3/8" bolts which pass through holes in the 
wrist and brackets. If these two bolts are loosened, the wrist 
can be bent through a wide range of angles, and the option of 
adding an air cylinder to control wrist motion is thus left open. 
The attachment of the hand to the arm can be seen in FIGURES 3.8 
and 3.9 which show left and right side views of the hand and arm. 
In FIGURE 3.8, the hand is at the extreme left and is viewed 
from the edge, which gives it an unusual appearance. The five 
i terns protruding from the back of the hand are sheathed cables, 
numbered from 1 to 5, which also correspond to the number of the 
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fingers. To make the drawing less cluttered, the entire cable is 
not shown, but its connections are indicated by numbers. Sheathed 
cable 2, for example, runs the length of the arm and is connected 
to the top air cylinder. Similarly cable 4 is connected to the 
bottom air cylinder in FIGURE 3. 8. The cable connections for 
fingers 1, 3 and 5 are shown in FIGURE 3.9 as the air cylinders 
controlling these fingers are · mounted on the right side of the 
arm. 
The air cylinders are mounted in pairs on the same bracket 
where possible to save space. This bracket is twice as long as 
the one which supports the single air cylinder numbered 3, and 
the paired cylinders are held more rigidly as a consequence of 
this additional length. Space may not seem a problem in FIGURE 
3. 8, as an apparently empty space appears at the right en.d of the 
arm. However, one must realize that when air is allowed into the 
cylinder and the piston moves outward, there must be an open 
space into which the shaft of the piston can move. Mounting the 
air cylinders side by side not only mounts the air cylinders more 
compactly, but also provides a space for the shafts of the 
cylinders to move independently without interfering with each 
other. 
The method of attaching the steel cable to the shaft of the 
air cylinder can be seen in either FIGURE 3. 8 or 3. 9. First of 
all, the sheath is cut shorter than the cable, so that the cable 
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protrudes from the sheath. The sheath is then held in a cup-like 
arrangement (provided by the manufacturer of the cable) which is 
bolted to the bracket holding the air cylinder. There is a hole 
the entire length of this cup through which the cable passes. 
Next the cable goes through a 1/16" hole in a 1/8 "x3/ 4 "xl 1/2" 
hardened steel plate. This plate has a large hole in the other 
end where it is held onto the threaded end of the shaft of the 
air cylinder by two nuts. Lastly, the cable threads through a 
1/16" hole drilled in a 1/4" machine screw. A washer is placed 
next to the cable on the screw and a nut is tightened against the 
washer. The washer crimps the cable slightly where it enters and 
exits the machine screw, and holds the end of the steel cable 
tightly. So when the shaft of the air cylinder moves outward, the 
steel plate moves with it, and pushes against the machine screw 
which holds the steel cable. The steel cable then moves outward 
while the end of the sheath is held fixed at the bracket and the 
finger to which it is connected contracts. 
3.3 Pneumatic System 
A small compressor supplies air at 100 psi to operate the 
air cylinders. First the air is led through a series of four 
plastic tees to obtain five separate sources of air. The air from 
the first tee is led to valve B, the second tee to valve D, the 
third tee to valve A and the last tee to valves E and C. Finally, 
the air from these valves is connected to the proper air cylinder 
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as indicated in FIGURES 3.8 and 3.9. 
The only difficulty encountered with this arrangement was 
that the air compressor became very hot if run for over a half 
hour. At first, plastic tubing was used throughout the entire 
arm; however, it would become hot and pliable near the point 
where it connected to the compressor. Air at 100 psi would 
actually blow a bubble in the tubing near the compressor, and the 
tubing ruptured on two occasions. This problem was solved by 
using about six feet of special reinforced rubber tubing from the 
compressor to the first tee. No difficulty at all was encountered 
in the pneumatic system after that. 
CHAPTER 4 
£LECTRICAL SYSTEM 
4.1 Electrical System of the Arm 
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The control box is located on the left side of the arm, 
toward the front, as can be seen in FIGURE 3.8. This box serves 
mainly to mount five relays, a fuse holder and an ON/OFF switch. 
Five coaxial cables from the amplifer board enter the box at the 
bottom rear and five pairs of wires exit the box at the top rear. 
Each pair of these 110 volt wires goes to a different solenoid-
controlled air valve and hence controls the opening and closing 
of a particular finger. 
FIGURE 4.1 is a schematic diagram of the arm's electrical 
system. A three-prong AC power plug is used, with the ground wire 
bolted to the control box and frame of the arm. The "hot" side of 
the plug goes through a 1/2 amp fuse and then a miniature toggle 
switch to pin 5 of all the relays. The other side of the plug is 
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connected to pin 8 of all the relays. The solenoid valve which 
controls a particular finger is connected to pins 9 and 12 of the 
corresponding relay. When no current passes through the relay 
coil, no internal connection is made to pins 5 and 8 and no power 
goes to the solenoid. However, when a sufficiently high current 
passes through the relay coil, pins 5 and 9 are connected, as are 
pins a· and 12. Power goes to the solenoid valve, air enters the 
air cylinde~ and the associated finger contracts. 
Both sides of the AC power line are connected to the relay 
for two reasons. First of all, it is safe:r: that way. Secondly, 
the relays that were available had four contacts anyway, so no 
additional expenditure was necessary to make it safer. 
Pins 13 and 14 on the relay go to the relay coil internally 
and are connected externally to the coaxial cable which comes 
from the amplifier board. The minimum voltage across the relay 
coil which causes the contacts to close varies from one relay to 
another and is anywhere between 4. 5 and 5 vel ts. The output 
voltage of the Serial Network is about 3 volts, so an amplifier 
is needed between the two. 
4.2 The Serial Network 
The Serial Network is a group of microcomputer cards 
(nodes), each based upon the 8751 microcontroller, which can 
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either operate independently attached directly to a terminal or 
as part of the Serial Network. The schematic diagram of one such 
card is shown in APPEND IX C. The purpose of the ADSL Serial 
Network is to control different sensors and actuators of a 
robotic project simultaneously, and in a sense emulates the human 
nervous system. Thus while one microcomputer node controls the 
robotic hand, another could control the wrist, others the legs, 
and so on. A different large interconnected set of microcomputer 
nodes can tie these microcomputers together and coordinate the 
operation of these robotic parts just as the human brain 
coordinates the motion of the hands and feet. 
Each microcomputer card has 4k of RAM available from 
locations lOOOH to lFFFH. As ports 0 and 2 of the 8751 are used 
as address, data and control busses to the 4k RAM, and port 1 
controls the serial I/0 lines, an 8155 port expander was used to 
give three additional parallel ports. Port A is located at 2001H 
and is 8 bits wide; port B is located at 2002H and is 8 bits 
wide; and port C is located at 2003H and is 6 bits wide. Ports A, 
B and C can be programmed to be either input or output ports by 
inserting the appropriate 8 bit code into the command register 
which is at location 2000H. The effects of the command codes on 
ports A and B are shown in Table 4.1 below. Port C is not shown 
because it was not used in this project. 
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TABLE 4.1 Effect of Command Code on Ports A and B 
Command Code Port A Port B 
OOH input input 
OlH output input 
02H input output 
03H output output 
In this project, A is used as an input port and B is used as 
an output port, so 02H is written into 2000H at the beginning of 
the program which controls the hand. 
A hexadecimal-coded program may be entered manually from the 
terminal into one of the microcomputers in the following manner. 
First, push the reset switch on the microcomput·er card. Second, 
type control N followed by the two digit identifying number of 
the card (node), such as 06. Third, type SX followed by the 
hexadecimal location of the first byte of the program (such as 
SX1000). The current contents of that location will then be 
displayed on the terminal. Next type in the hexadecimal program 
followed at the end by ENTER and the program will be entered. A 
program located at lOOOH may be executed simply by entering 
GlOOO. Programs of higher complexity can be assembled on an 
Intellec Development System and then downloaded into the node. 
Connection to ports A, B and C is made via a 50-pin 
connector on each microcomputer card. APPENDIX C shows the pin 
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assignments. Port A is connected to pins 1 through 15 odd, port B 
is connected to pins 17 through 31 odd, port C is connected to 
pins 33 through 43 odd and all even pins are grounded. 
4.3 The Amplifier Board 
The amplifier board serves two purposes. Its main purpose is 
to provide a place to mount five separate amplifiers~ These 
amplifiers are needed between the output port of the the micro-
computer card and the coils of the relays because the voltage at 
the output port is only about 3 volts while the minimum voltage 
needed at the coil of the relay to trip the contacts is slightly 
over 5 volts. 
The secondary purpose of the amplifier board is to provide a 
place to make connections to the I/0 board. The I/0 board has 
mounted on it 8 debounced switches (using cross coupled NAND 
gates), 8 LEOs with drivers <74240) and 2 seven-segment displays. 
APPENDIX D shows the front panel of the I/O board and the 50-pin 
connector pin assignment. APPENDIX E shows the pin connections 
between the Serial Network, I/0 board and amplifier board. 
Switches 0 through 7 on the I/0 board are connected directly to 
bits 0 through 7 of input port A. Bits 0 through 7 of output port 
B are connected to LEDs 0 through 7 on the I/0 board. Thus, the 
LEOs give a bit-by-bit readout of the contents of output port B. 
In addition to this, bits 0 through 4 of output port B are 
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connected to amplifiers 1 through 5, respectively. 
Amplifiers 1 through 5 control fingers 1 through 5 and are 
identical in design. APPENDIX E shows a schematic diagram of the 
amplifiers. Transistors Tl and T2 each act as an elementary 
inverter and provide the voltage amplification necessary to 
operate the relay coil. T3 acts as an emitter-follower. Diode Dl 
serves to limit reverse current induced in the relay coil when 
the voltage applied to the coil changes abruptly. 
4.4 Noise Considerations 
As the solenoid-controlled air valves operate on 110 volts, 
it is clear that care needs to be taken to isolate this system 
from the Serial Network. This consideration influenced the design 
in several ways. First of all, relays seemed to be a sure and 
trustworthy way of ensuring that no direct electrical contact 
would be made between the 110 volt system and the Serial Network. 
However, it was also clear that · the closing and opening of the 
relay contacts in the 110 volt system could introduce noise in 
the digital system at several places. 
For example, the wires connecting the relay coils to the 
amplifier board could be a source of noise in the digital system. 
Therefore, five separate coaxial cables, each about eight feet 
long, were used to connect the relay coils to the amplifier 
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board. This also had the added benefit of eliminating cross talk 
between the wires themselves. Cross talk was also the reason why 
the amplifiers were constructed out of discrete transistors and 
widely spaced from each other on the amplifier board. 
All of these precautions seem to have worked well because 
the opening and closing of the fingers are very reliably con-
trolled by the switches on the I/0 board. There has not been even 
one instance of a finger not opening or closing when it is 
supposed to, or of two fingers closing when only one is to close, 
and so on. 
CHAPTER 5 
SOFTWARE 
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APPENDIX B is a listing of the program used to control the 
hand. Program locations lOOOH to lOOSH configure the ports by 
moving 02H into the command register which is located at 2000H. 
This makes port A at 2001H an input port and port B at 2002H an 
output port. 
Program location 1006H is the beginning of a routine which 
examines the contents of the input port and modifies the contents 
of the output port accordingly. Specifically, locations 1006H to 
1009H move the contents of the input port into the accumulator. 
Then locations lOOAH to lOOCH rotate the accumulator left through 
carry so that bit 7 of the input port is in carry. If bit 7 is 
high, indicating that all fingers are to be closed, a jump is 
made to location lOlAH. 
Next locations lOODH to lOOFH rotate bit 6 of the input into 
carry and a jump is made to location 1020H if bit 6 is high 
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<indicating that the left two fingers are to be closed). 
Then locations lOlOH to 1012H rotate bit 5 of the input into 
carry and a jump is made to location 1026H if bit 5 is high 
(indicating that the right three fingers are to be closed). 
Thus location 1013H is arrived at in the program only if 
bits 7, 6 and 5 of the input port are low. This would indicate 
that fingers 1 through 5 are to be opened or closed according to 
whether bits 0 through 4 of the input port are low or high 
respectively. That is, no overriding command which controls 
groups of fingers is in effect. Program locations 1013H through 
1017H merely move the contents of the input port into the output 
port. Locations 1018H and 1019H then loop back to location 1006H 
to start the examination of the input port again. 
The program jumps to lOlAH only when bit 7 of the input port 
is high, indicating that all five fingers are to be closed. 
Locations lOlAH through lOlDH move lFH into the output port. In 
binary, lFH is 0001 1111. Thus all the bits in the output port 
controlling the five fingers 
will close. Locations lOlEH 
1006H. 
are high, and all of the fingers 
and lOlFH loop back to location 
The program jumps to 1020H only when bit 7 of the input port 
is low and bit 6 is high. This indicates that the left two 
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fingers should be closed and the right three should be open. 
Locations 1020H through 1023H move OAH into the output port. In 
binary, OAH is 0000 1010. Thus only bits 1 and 3 of the output 
port are high. This will cause only fingers 2 and 4 <the left 
two) to close and the rest to open. Locations 1024H and 1025H 
loop back to 1006H. 
The program jurrps to 1026H only when both bits 7 and 6 of 
the input port are low and bit 5 is high. This indicates that the 
right three fingers should be closed and the left two should be 
open. Locations 1026H through 1029H move lSH into the output 
port. In binary, lSH is 0001 0101. Thus only bits 0, 2 and 4 are 
high. This will cause the right three fingers to close and the 
left two to open. Locations 10 2AH and 10 2BH again loop back to 
1006H. 
CHAPTER 6 
FUTURE MODIFICATIONS 
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The final result of this project is a microcomputer-
controlled mechanical hand which is capable of simple grasping. 
The value of this hand as a teaching tool in the ADSL lies in the 
fact that it can be easily modified and that it is controlled by 
the Serial Network. It can therefore serve as the basis for 
further student ·projects in which either the mechanical and 
electrical design or programming is elaborated. This section of 
the present work discusses a few of the many possible directions 
which these student projects can take. 
As this was the 
effort was made to 
first robotic hand built in 
keep the design as simple 
the ADSL, an 
as possible. 
Consequently, the hand can grasp objects, but lacks certain other 
attributes of the human hand, such as a sense of touch. If the 
ultimate goal in the design of a robotic hand is to have the hand 
use human tools as humans do, then the mere grasping of human 
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tools is just the first part of the problem. 
Using tools as humans do raises new questions: How does the 
robot know that a screwdriver, for example, has been grasped? How 
does the robot know that the tip of the screwdriver has been 
correctly inserted into the slot of the screw? The robot needs 
some kind of feedback from the external world to know what 
effects its actions have produced, so that it can adjust its next 
actions accordingly. A human being uses his vision and sense of 
touch to tell him how the tool he has grasped is positioned in 
his hand and where the object to be worked on is located in 
relation to the tool. 
Let us consider the simplest example, that of a human 
grasping a tool. First, he "tells" his muscles to tighten, 
causing his fingers to contract. Next, when his sense of touch 
"tells" him that the tool is in contact with his fingers in the 
proper manner, he then "tells" his muscles to maintain their 
present tension, and thus grasps the tool. In this manner a 
closed loop is formed through the external world and through the 
human who is acting on the external world. In exactly a similar 
manner, a closed loop is needed through the external world and 
through a robot which is acting on the external world. 
In the case of the hand described in this paper, a closed 
loop can be formed in a number of ways and could be used as the 
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basis of several student projects. The best form of feedback 
would be to mount pressure sensitive pads on the undersides of 
the fingers. For example, these pads could be constructed by 
placing powdered carbon or a conductive foam between two copper 
plates. The plates could be held apart at their edges by thin 
strips of rubber or foam which would also serve to retain the 
carbon or conductive foam between the plates. The electrical 
resistance of the carbon or foam would depend upon the pressure 
exerted on the plates as in a telephone receiver, and would 
indicate when a finger was touching something. 
An easier method of closing the loop would be to mount 
pressure sensitive switches on brackets near the ends of the air 
cylinders. Then when a finger is completely contracted and the 
air cylinder is extended to its maximum length, the end of the 
piston shaft will push a switch mounted on a bracket. These 
switches could be connected to input port A rather than those 
from the I/0 board. The mechanical design of this would be 
simpler than the pressure pads, but would not provide as much 
information. It would merely indicate whether the finger was 
completely closed and could not distinguish whether the finger 
was touching anything or not. 
Another student project could be to mount one or more 
additional air cylinders on the arm to control the motion of the 
wrist. This option is possible only because flexible sheathed 
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cables were used between the fingers and the arm. This same 
project could also include an elbow joint and air cylinders to 
move the entire arm and wrist. 
A relatively simple project requiring no hardware modifi-
cation at all would be to program the hand to sequence through a 
series of finger openings and closings. As there is presently no 
feedback from the hand, it would not be possible to know when a 
particular finger is closed, so the programmer would need to use 
delay loops extensively. 
A more ambitious project would be to mount the arm and hand 
on a mobile base and then coordinate the motion of the base and 
the operation of the hand by the Serial Network. This combination 
could move up to an object, grasp it, move it somewhere else and 
then release it. The difficult part, of course, would be finding 
the object. 
CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
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The most difficult aspect of this project was by far the 
design and construction of a prototype finger. One of the 
difficulties was that the joints would not open and close in the 
proper order because the springs initially used were about twenty 
times too small. Once that was realized, it was not known if it 
were even possible to find the correct springs. However, the idea 
of building the finger out of easily modified laminations 
eventually paid off as different sets of springs of the correct 
strength were tried. Finally, a combination of springs was found 
that worked properly. 
The next most difficult aspect of the project was to 
actually cut and machine the laminations and then assemble them 
into a working hand. However, once the hand and arm were 
constructed and connected to the Serial Network, the combination 
worked amazingly well. The fingers now open and close very 
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reliably according to the position of the switches on the I/O 
board; and the grip of the hand is strong. It can grip 
cylindrical objects easily and hold them until the fingers are 
opened. 
Hopefully, the hand as it presently 
beginning. It can provide the basis for 
projects in the ADSL. If it does do that, 
fulfilled its main purpose. 
exists is only a 
many 
then 
more student 
it will have 
APPENDIX A 
HAND MECHANICS 
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Location Machine Code Mnemonic 
1000 
1001 
1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
1006 
1007 
1008 
1009 
lOOA 
100B 
lOOC 
lOOD 
lOOE 
lOOP 
1010 
1011 
1012 
1013 
1014 
1015 
1016 
1017 
1018 
1019 
lOlA 
lOlB 
lOlC 
1010 
lOlE 
lOlF 
1020 
1021 
1022 
1023 
1024 
1025 
1026 
1027 
1028 
1029 
102A 
1028 
FIGUHE B.l 
90 HOV DPTR, #data16 
20 
00 
74 MOV A, #data 
02 
FO MOVX @ DPTR, A 
90 MOV DPTR, #data16 
20 
01 
EO MOVX A, @ DPTR 
33 RLC- A 
40 JC re1 
OD 
33 RLC A 
40 JC rel 
10 
33 RLC A 
40 JC re1 
13 
EO MOVX A, @ DPTR 
90 MOV DPTR, #data16 
20 
02 
FO MOVX @ DPTR I A 
01 AJMP addrll 
06 
A3 INC DPTR 
74 MOV A, #data 
lF · 
FO MOVX @ DPTR, A 
01 AJMP addr11 
06 
A3 INC DP ·rR 
74 MOV A, #data 
OA 
FO MOVX @ DP TR, A 
01 AJMP addrll 
06 
A3 INC 01? ·rR 
74 MOV A, #data 
15 
FO MOVX @ DPTR, A 
01 AJMP addr11 
06 
Software Listing 
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APPENDIX C 
SERIAL NETWORK PROCESSOR 
~~..-----
·- ·No. 1 
FIGURE C.l Diagram of Serial Network "Prbcessor 
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0 1 2 GND 
1 3 4 GND 
PORT A: 2 5 6 GND 
2001H 3 7 8 GND 
4 9 10 GND 
5 10 12 GND 
6 13 14 GND 
7 15 16 GND 
0 17 18 GND 
1 19 20 GND 
PORT B: 2 21 22 GND 
2002H 3 23 24 GND 
4 25 26 GND 
5 27 28 GND 
6 29 30 GND 
7 31 32 GND 
0 33 34 GND 
1 35 36 GND 
PORT C: 2 37 38 GND 
2003H 3 39 40 GND 
4 41 42 GND 
5 43 44 GND 
NC 45 46 GND 
NC 47 48 GND 
NC 49 50 GND 
FIGURE C.2 50 Pin-Connector Pin Assignment for Serial Network 
Processor 
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SWITCH 0 01 01 GND 
S~VITCH 1 04 03 GND 
SWITCH 2 06 05 GND 
SWITCH 3 08 07 GND 
SWITCH 4 10 09 GND 
SWITCH 5 12 11 GND 
SWITCH 6 14 13 GND 
SWITCH 7 16 15 GND 
LED 0 18 17 GND 
LED 1 20 19 GND 
LED 2 22 21 GND 
LED 3 24 23 GND 
LED 4 26 25 GND 
LED 5 28 27·- GND 
LED 6 30 29 DO ENABLE 
LED 7 32 32 D1 ENABLE 
DO-bit 34 33 D1-bit 0 
DO-bit 1 36 35 D1-bit 1 
DO-bit 2 38 37 D1-bit 2 
DO-bit 3 40 I 39 01-bit 3 
GND 42 41 GND 
GND 44 43 GND 
GND 46 45 GND 
G~El 48 47 G:m 
GND 50 49 G~D 
IG0R2 0.2 50 Pin-connector ?in Assignment ~or I / 0 Boarj 
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SERIAL I/O 
NETWORK BOARD 
BI 'I'O 1 2 SWITCH 0 
1 3 4 S~HTCH 1 
2 5 6 SWITCH 2 
~UT 3 7 8 S~HTCH 3 
JRT A 4 9 10 S~'HTCH 4 
D01H 5 11 12 S~'liTCH 5 
6 13 14 SWITCH 6 
7 15 16 SWITCH 7 
17 
LAM?. -
18 LED 0 
NO. 1 
1 19 
Llu'!P. 
p 20 LED 1 
NO. 2 
2 21 
LAMP. 
22 LED 2 
NO. 3 
J'I'PUT 3 23 LA~!P. 24 LED 3 )RT B NO. 4 
D02H 4 25 26 LED 4 
L Ai'1P. NO. 5 
5 27 28 LED 5 
6 29 30 LED 6 
7 31 32 LED 7 
11 other pins are grounded. 
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